VO2GoGo Clips: Mastering Microphone Technique
Instructions to Participants - pick one clip to perform from below:

Raid: Introducing the first ever Raid Defense System. It attacks the bugs you see,
controls the bugs you don’t see and prevents more by keeping bugs out. The Raid
Defense System. Raid, kills bugs dead.
Advil: Why do I use Fast Acting Advil? Because every season, I face the combined power and
speed of a charging rhino. Fast Acting Advil gets me back in the game fast. Nothing works
faster on tough pain. Advil.

Burger King: There’s no wrong way to eat the Extra Long BBQ Cheeseburger. And now you
can get any two sandwiches for just five dollars. What? That’s right, five dollars, only at
Burger King.

Frozen Foods: Studies prove that fruits and vegetables are kept at their peak by
freezing, because freezing is Nature’s pause button. Frozen: how fresh stays fresh.
Hungry for more? Go to howfreshstaysfresh dot com.
Volvo: I spent my entire childhood seeing the world in reverse and I loved every
minute of it. But then you grow up and there’s no going back. But it’s okay, it’s just a
new kind of adventure. And really who wants to look backwards, when you can look
forward? Volvo.
Mitsubishi: We all have someone we love counting on us to arrive. So why count on
anything less? The all-new Mitsubishi Outlander. Named one of America’s safest
SUV’s. Lease a new Mitsubishi Outlander for $209 a month for 36 months.
Subway: An ode to the Subway Club with Avocado! The coolest club in town just got
cooler with creamy avocado. Packed with tender turkey, black forest ham, lean roast
beef and every veggie you can dream of, all on freshly baked bread. Subway. Eat fresh.
Mitchum: Mitchum knows there are great moments in life that just make you sweat.
Enjoy them with confidence with Mitchum. Oxygen Odor Control technology targets
and destroys odor. Switch to Mitchum, the most powerful sweat plus odor control.
Touch of Gray: Too much gray in your facial hair? Patchy, uneven, doesn’t match the
gray in your hair? Now reduce your gray without getting rid of it all, with new Touch
of Gray Moustache and Beard. From Mennen.
Hankook Tires: Be one with the universe, and the universe will be one with you. Be
one with your tires and the road will be one with you. Hankook Tires, driving emotion.
Gillette: Introducing Fusion ProGlide rebuilt with Flexball Technology. Makes
maximum contact over tricky contours and gets virtually every hair. New Flexball,
from Fusion ProGlide. Gillette. The best a man can get.
	
  

